Pointing movements are affected by size-contrast illusions.
The influence that the perceived size of visual targets has on the characteristics of pointing movements was investigated in the present study. A size-contrast illusion, known as the Ebbinghaus or Tichener circles, was employed. In this illusion, a target circle surrounded by several smaller circles is perceived to be larger than a target circle of the same physical size surrounded by several larger circles. Movement times of open-loop pointing responses directed to the perceptually smaller target circle were significantly longer than the movement times of pointing responses directed to the perceptually larger target circle. The extent of this difference was similar to that observed when pointing responses were directed at physically different-sized target circles that were not surrounded by other circles. In addition, when the perceptually smaller circle was enlarged so that it appeared to be the same size as the perceptually larger circle, the movement times became equivalent. This evidence supports the contention that the relative rather than the absolute size of the target has a major impact on the control and execution of pointing movements. Such a conclusion contradicts those made previously concerning grasping movements made under similar conditions and implies that pointing responses are more directly influenced by visual perceptual processing than grasping responses.